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Abstract

1

We present Heimdall, a mobile GPU coordination platform for
emerging Augmented Reality (AR) applications. Future AR apps
impose an explored challenging workload: i) concurrent execution
of multiple Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) for physical world and
user behavior analysis, and ii) seamless rendering in presence of the
DNN execution for immersive user experience. Existing mobile deep
learning frameworks, however, fail to support such workload: multiDNN GPU contention slows down inference latency (e.g., from
59.93 to 1181 ms), and rendering-DNN GPU contention degrades
frame rate (e.g., from 30 to ≈12 fps). Multi-tasking for desktop
GPUs (e.g., parallelization, preemption) cannot be applied to mobile
GPUs as well due to limited architectural support and memory
bandwidth. To tackle the challenge, we design a Pseudo-Preemption
mechanism which i) breaks down the bulky DNN into smaller
units, and ii) prioritizes and flexibly schedules concurrent GPU
tasks. We prototyped Heimdall over various mobile GPUs (i.e.,
recent Adreno series) and multiple AR app scenarios that involve
combinations of 8 state-of-the-art DNNs. Our extensive evaluation
shows that Heimdall enhances the frame rate from ≈12 to ≈30 fps
while reducing the worst-case DNN inference latency by up to ≈15
times compared to the baseline multi-threading approach.

Augmented Reality (AR) applications (apps) are getting increasing
attention, with the expected market size of $198 billion in 2025 [1].
The life-immersive user experiences accelerate the penetration of
AR apps into various domains including security, commerce, and education (Section 2.1). Also, new forms of AR devices (e.g., Microsoft
HoloLens 2 [2], Magic Leap One [3]) are emerging. Despite the
huge potential, truly immersive AR apps are yet to be developed.
The core challenge lies in the unique workload of AR apps to
seamlessly combine virtual information over the physical world
with resource-constrained AR devices (e.g., wearable and mobile
devices). Specifically, AR apps have the following computational
requirements. First, an AR app needs to accurately analyze the
physical world and user behaviors (e.g., gestures and head movements) to decide which virtual contents to generate and where to
display them. Such analysis often requires a continuous and simultaneous execution of multiple Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) on
vision and sensor data streams (see Table 1). Second, the app should
seamlessly synthesize and render virtual contents (e.g., 3D virtual
objects, avatar’s hand gestures) over the analyzed scenes for immersive user experiences. Finally, background DNN computation and
foreground UI rendering should be simultaneously performed in
real-time under resource constraints. In particular, both DNN and
rendering tasks should preferably run on the mobile GPU for low
latency, causing serious contention. Without careful coordination,
rendering and DNN performances degrade significantly even when
the overall workload fits in the capacity of the mobile GPU.
In this paper, we present Heimdall, a mobile GPU coordination
platform to meet the requirements of emerging AR apps. Heimdall
newly designs and implements a Pseudo-Preemptive mobile GPU
coordinator to enable highly flexible coordination among multiDNN and rendering tasks. Heimdall is distinguished from prior
work in that i) it coordinates latency-sensitive foreground rendering
tasks along with background DNN tasks to achieve stable rendering
performance of ≈30 fps, and ii) it addresses resource contention
among multiple DNNs to meet their latency requirements.
Designing Heimdall involves the following challenges:
• Multi-DNN GPU Contention. Compared to prior mobile
deep learning frameworks [5–8] that have mostly been designed for
running a single DNN, emerging AR apps require concurrent multiDNN execution (Section 2.2). Not only are the individual state-ofthe-art DNNs very complex to run in real-time (Section 3.1), running
multiple DNNs concurrently incurs severe contention over limited
mobile GPU resources, degrading overall performance. For example,
our study shows that running 3 to 4 different DNNs commonly required in AR apps (e.g., object detection, image segmentation, hand
tracking) concurrently on Google TensorFlow-Lite (TF-Lite) [5] and
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(a) Criminal chasing.
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(b) Immersive online shopping.

(c) Augmented interactive workspace (source: [4]).

Figure 1: Multi-DNN AR application scenarios.
mobile device and partitions the DNNs into the units of scheduling
to enable fine-grained GPU time-sharing with minimal scheduling
overhead. We notice that the execution time of individual DNN
operator (op) is sufficiently small (e.g., <5 ms for 89.8% of ops).
Exploiting this, the analyzer groups several consecutive ops as a
scheduling unit which can fit between the two consecutive rendering events. As rendering latencies are often very small (e.g.,
2.7 ms for rendering a 1080p camera frame), each task is used as the
scheduling unit. Note that existing frameworks run the entire bulky
DNN inference all at once (e.g., Interpreter.Run() in TF-Lite [21],
MaceEngine.Run() in MACE [6]), limiting multi-DNN and rendering tasks to share the mobile GPU at a very coarse-grained scale.
• Pseudo-Preemptive GPU Coordinator. We design a GPU
coordinator that schedules the DNN and rendering tasks on GPU
and CPU. It can employ various scheduling policies based on multiple factors: profiled latencies, scene variations, and app/userspecified latency requirements. As the base scheduling policy, the
coordinator assigns the top priority to the rendering tasks and executes them at the target frame rate (e.g., 30 fps) to guarantee the
usability of the app. Between the rendering events, the coordinator
decides the priority between multiple DNNs and determine which
chunk of DNN ops (grouped by the analyzer) to run on the GPU. It
also decides whether to offload some DNNs to the CPU in case there
is a high level of contention on the GPU. Note that existing frameworks provide no means to prioritize a certain task over others,
making it difficult to guarantee performance under contention.
Our major contributions are summarized as follows:
• To our knowledge, this is the first mobile GPU coordination
platform for emerging AR apps that require concurrent multiDNN and rendering execution. We believe our platform can be
an important cornerstone to support many emerging AR apps.
• We design a Pseudo-Preemption mechanism to overcome the limitations of mobile GPUs for supporting concurrency. With the
mechanism, Heimdall enhances the frame rate from ≈12 to ≈30
fps while reducing the worst-case DNN inference latency by up
to ≈15 times compared to the baseline multi-threading method.
• We implement Heimdall on MACE [6], an OpenCL-based mobile
deep learning framework, and conduct an extensive evaluation
with 8 state-of-the-art DNNs (see Table2) and various mobile
GPUs (i.e., recent Adreno series) to verify the effectiveness.

Xiaomi MACE [6] over high-end Adreno 640 GPU incurs as high
as 19.7× slowdown (Section 3.2). Although several recent studies
aimed at running multiple DNNs concurrently on mobile [9–11],
they have mostly focused on memory optimization [9, 10] or cloud
offloading [11]; multi-DNN GPU contention remains unsolved.
• Rendering-DNN GPU Contention. More importantly, prior
works only consider a DNN running in an isolated environment
where no other task is contending over the GPU. When running
rendering in parallel with DNNs, GPU contention degrades and
fluctuates the frame rate, degrading user experience (e.g., drops
from 30 to 11.99 fps when 4 DNNs run in background (Section 3.3)).
There have been studies to schedule concurrent tasks on desktop/server GPUs [12–19], either with parallel execution by dividing
GPU cores (e.g., using NVIDIA Hyper-Q [20]) with hardware architectural support, or with time-sharing through preemption (e.g.,
using CUDA stream prioritization). However, mobile GPUs do not
provide architectural support for parallel execution, while finegrained preemption is not easy as well due to high context switch
costs caused by large state size and limited memory bandwidth
(Section 4.1.1). Even with architecture evolution, the need for an
app-aware coordinator to dynamically prioritize and allocate resources between multiple DNNs persists (Section 10.1.1). We can
also consider cloud offloading, but it is not trivial to employ it in
outdoor scenarios where network latency is unstable.
To tackle the challenges, we design a Pseudo-Preemption mechanism to support flexible scheduling of concurrent multi-DNN and
rendering tasks on mobile GPU. We take the time-sharing approach
as a baseline, and enable context switches only when a semantic
unit of the DNN or rendering task is complete. This does not incur
additional memory access cost, which is the core difficulty in applying conventional preemption (triggered by periodic hardware
interrupt regardless of the app context) for mobile GPUs. Accordingly, it allows the multi-DNN and rendering tasks to time-share
the GPU at a fine-grained scale with minimal scheduling overhead.
With this new capability, we flexibly prioritize and run the tasks
on the GPU to meet the latency requirements of the AR app. Our
approach can also be useful for the emerging neural processors (e.g.,
NPUs or TPUs), as preempting hard-wired matrix multiplications
is complicated and context switch overhead can be more costly due
to larger state sizes (Section 10.1.2).
To implement Pseudo-Preemption mechanism, Heimdall incorporates the following components:
• Preemption-Enabling DNN Analyzer. The key in realizing
Pseudo-Preemption is breaking down the bulky DNNs into small
schedulable units. Our Preemption-Enabling DNN Analyzer measures the execution times of DNN and rendering tasks on the target

2
2.1

Applications and Requirements
Application Scenarios

Criminal Chasing (Figure 1(a)). A police officer chasing a criminal in a crowded space (e.g., shopping mall) sweeps the mobile
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Table 1: DNN and rendering requirements for the example AR app scenarios.

Continuously
executed
DNNs (fps)

Criminal chasing

Immersive online
shopping

Augmented interactive
workspace

AR emoji

Surroundings monitoring

- Face detection [22]
- Face recognition [23]
(< 1s per scene)

- Image segmentation [24]
(1-5 fps)
- Object detection [25]
(1-5 fps)
- Hand tracking [26]
(1-10 fps)

- Text detection [27]
(1-5 fps)
- Hand tracking [26]
(1-10 fps)

- Face detection [22]
(1-10 fps)
- Image segmentation [24]
(1-10 fps)

- Face detection [22]
(1-10 fps)
- Object detection [25]
(1-10 fps)

- Image style transfer [28]
(< 0.1s)

- Pose estimation [29]
(< 0.1s)

- Camera frames
(1080p, 30 fps)1
- Emoji/character mask

- Camera frames
(1080p, 30 fps)1
- Bounding boxes
- Human body joints

- Image style transfer [28]
(< 0.1s)

Event-driven DNNs
(response time)
Rendering
(resolution, fps)
1,2

- Camera frames
(1080p, 30 fps)1
- Bounding boxes

- Couch (1440p, 60

- Virtual documents
(1440p, 60 fps)2
- Handwriting updates

fps)2

Microsoft HoloLens 2 [2] can record 1080p videos at 30 fps, and display 1440p resolution at 60 Hz at maximum.

Table 2: DNNs for the above AR apps. Inference time is measured on MACE over LG V50 (Adreno 640 GPU).
Task

Model

Input size

CPU/GPU
ops

Inference
time

Object
detection

YOLO-v2 [25]

416×416×3

0/33

95 ms

Face
detection

RetinaFace [22]

1,920×1,080×3

6/129

230 ms

Face
recognition

ArcFace [23]

112×112×3

0/106

149 ms

Image
segmentation

DeepLab-v3 [24]

513×513×3

0/101

207 ms

Image style
transfer

StyleTransfer [28]

640×480×3

14/106

60 ms

Pose
estimation

CPM [29]

192×192×3

0/187

14 ms

Hand
tracking

PoseNet [26]

192×192×3

0/74

256 ms

Text
detection

EAST [27]

384×384×3

8/117

214 ms

search for related documents on the web via hand gestures. The
searched documents are augmented near the textbooks. Also, the
note he makes on the textbooks is recognized and saved as a digital
file in his device for future edits. This app runs hand tracking and
text detection, while seamlessly rendering the virtual documents.
Other Multi-DNN AR Apps include AR emoji [30] (face detection
+ segmentation + style transfer) or surroundings monitoring for
visual support [9] (object and face detection + pose estimation).

2.2

Workload Characterization

Real-time, Concurrent Multi-DNN Execution. The core of AR
apps is accurately analyzing the physical world and user behavior
to combine the virtual contents, which requires running multiple
DNNs concurrently (see Table 1 and 2 for examples). Also, such analysis needs to be continuously performed over a stream of images
to seamlessly generate and overlay the virtual contents, especially
in fast-changing scenes (e.g., criminal chasing). Moreover, DNNs
need to run over high-resolution inputs for accurate analysis (e.g.,
recognizing small hand-writings or distant faces requires over 720p
or 1080p frames [11, 27]). These characteristics are clearly distinguished from prior works [7–9, 31] that have mostly considered
running a single DNN over simple scenes with a few main objects
that can be analyzed with smaller resolution (e.g., 300×300).

device to take a video of the area from distance. The mobile device
processes the video stream to detect faces and find the matching one
with the criminal. Specifically, it continuously runs face detection
per scene and face recognition per each detected face. Detection
results are seamlessly overlayed on top of the camera frames and
rendered on screen to narrow down a specific area to search.

Seamless Rendering on Top of Concurrent DNN Execution.
AR apps need to seamlessly augment the virtual contents over the
analyzed scenes for immersive user experiences. Such foreground
rendering should be continuously performed in real-time in presence of the multi-DNN execution, causing serious contention on
resource-constrained mobile GPUs.

Immersive Online Shopping (Figure 1(b)). An online shopper
wearing AR glasses positions a virtual couch in his room to see if
the couch matches well before buying it. The AR glasses analyze the
room by detecting its layout and furniture, and renders the couch
in a suitable position. The user can also change the style of the
couch (e.g., color, texture), as well as adjust the arrangement with
his hand movements. This app requires i) running object detection
and image segmentation simultaneously to analyze the room, ii)
running hand tracking and image style transfer to recognize user’s
hand movements and adjust the style of the couch, and iii) rendering
the virtual couch on the right spot seamlessly.

Summary. Concurrent execution of multi-DNN and rendering necessitates a platform to prioritize and coordinate their execution on
the mobile GPU. Careful coordination will become more important
if an app requires audio tasks (e.g., voice command recognition,
spatial audio generation) along with the vision tasks, or higher
frame rate for more immersive user experience.

Augmented Interactive Workspace (Figure 1(c)). A student wearing AR glasses creates an interactive workspace by combining the
physical textbooks and virtual documents. When he encounters a
concept he does not understand, he commands the AR glasses to
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Preliminary Studies

We conduct a few motivational studies to analyze the limitations of
existing frameworks in handling the emerging AR app workload.
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Table 3: Complexity comparison between state-of-the-art
DNNs and their backbones.
State-of-the-art DNN
Model

FLOPs

Model

RetinaFace [22]

9.54 G

MobileNet-v1-0.25 [32]

1.65 G

112×112

ArcFace [23]

10.13 G

ResNet [33]

0.95 G

513×513

DeepLab-v3 [24]

16.48 G

MobileNet-v2 [34]

1.54 G

Inference time (ms)

Input size

StyleTransfer
YOLO-v2

1: for Oper at or in Gr aph do
2:
T ar дet Device ← Oper at or .GetT ar дet Device()
3:
if T ar дet Device == G PU then
4:
K er nel ← Oper at or .Get K er nel ()
5:
clCommandQueue .enqueue N DRanдeK er nel (K er nel )

Backbone (input size scaled)

1,920×1,080

2000
1600
1200
800
400
0

Algorithm 1 OpenCL-based DNN inference in MACE

FLOPs

if T ar дet Device == C PU then
clCommandQueue .f inish()
Oper at or .RunOnC PU ()

6:
7:
8:

DeepLab-v3
PoseNet






Separate Concurrent Concurrent Concurrent
execution (2 DNNs) (3 DNNs) (4 DNNs)

Inference time (ms)

(a) MACE over LG V50 (immersive online shopping scenario).

600

RetinaFace(270p)
FSRNet



ArcFace

Concurrent
execution

(b) TF-Lite over Google Pixel 3 XL (criminal chasing scenario).

Figure 2: Multi-DNN GPU contention.

3.1

Complexity of the State-of-the-art DNNs

One might think that multi-DNN execution on mobile devices is
becoming less challenging due to the emergence of lightweight
model architectures (e.g., MobileNet [32, 34]) and the increasing
computing power of mobile GPUs. However, the challenge still
exists. The main reason is that state-of-the-art DNNs do not employ
the lightweight models directly, but enhance them with complex
task-specific architectures to achieve higher accuracy.
Table 3 compares the complexity of state-of-the-art DNNs with
their backbones in terms of floating-point operations (FLOPs) required for a single inference. The reported values are either from the
original paper if available, or profiled with TensorFlow.Profiler.Profile()
function. Overall, state-of-the-art DNNs require 5.76-10.75× FLOPs
than their backbones, showing that the lightweight backbone is
only a small part of the whole model. For instance, RetinaFace [22]
detector employs feature pyramid [35] on top of MobileNet-v1 [32]
to accurately detect tiny faces, whereas ArcFace [23] recognizer
adds batch normalization layers on ResNet [33] and replaces 1×1
kernel to 3×3 for higher accuracy. Similar holds for DeepLab-v3 [24]
(segmentation model), which adds multiple branches to the backbone MobileNet-v2 [34] to analyze the input image in various scales.

3.2





 







mobile GPU resources incur severe contention, unexpectedly degrading the overall latency. More importantly, uncoordinated execution of multiple DNNs makes it difficult to guarantee performance
for mission-critical tasks with stringent latency constraints.

200
Separate
execution



Figure 3: Multi-DNN GPU contention example.
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Multi-DNN GPU Contention

Existing mobile deep learning frameworks [5–8] are mostly designed to run only a single DNN. The only way to run multiple DNNs concurrently is to launch multiple inference engine instances (e.g., TF-Lite’s Interpreter, MACE’s MaceEngine) on separate threads. However, multiple DNNs competing over limited

3.2.1 Measurement on Existing Frameworks
To evaluate the impact of multi-DNN GPU contention on latency,
we run 4 DNNs in the immersive online shopping scenario in Table 2
on MACE over LG V50. Figure 2(a) shows that with more number
of DNNs contending over the mobile GPU, the inference times
increase significantly compared to when only a single DNN is
running (denoted as Separate execution). More importantly, note
that the individual DNN inference times are sufficient to satisfy
the app requirements (i.e., the sum of the inference times of 4
the DNNs are 560.02 ms, indicating that they can run at ≈2 fps
when coordinated perfectly). However, the uncoordinated execution
makes the performance of individual DNNs highly unstable (e.g., the
latency of StyleTransfer increases from 59.93±3.68 to 1181±668 ms
when 4 DNNs run concurrently), making it challenging to satisfy
the latency requirement. We observe a similar trend in TF-Lite:
Figure 2(b) shows that running 3 DNNs in the person identification
pipeline developed in [11] incurs significant latency overhead.
3.2.2 Analysis
Algorithm 1 shows the OpenCL-based DNN inference flow in MACE.1
Upon the inference start, the framework executes a series of operators (ops) constituting the DNN. Per each op, the framework first
identifies if it is executed on GPU or CPU (lines 1–2). A GPU op
is executed by enqueueing its kernel to the command queue to be
executed by the GPU driver (lines 3–5). As enqueueNDRangeKernel() function is an asynchronous call, consecutive GPU ops are
enqueued in short intervals (few μs) and executed in batches by
the driver to enhance GPU utilization. However, when a CPU op is
encountered, it can be executed only after the previously enqueued
1 The

logic is implemented in SerialNet.Run() function, while TF-Lite is implemented
similarly using OpenGL/OpenCL.
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Figure 4: Rendering-DNN GPU contention on MACE over LG
V50 (immersive online shopping scenario).

Figure 5: Rendering-DNN GPU contention on TF-Lite over
Google Pixel 3 XL (criminal chasing scenario).

GPU ops are finished and the result is available to the CPU via
CPU/GPU synchronization (lines 6–8).
Figure 3 illustrates an example 3-DNN GPU contention scenario
that can occur in the above inference process. Each thread on different CPU cores first runs the input preprocessing and enqueues the
DNN inference to the GPU. At this step the first contention occurs;
DNN#1 and #3 cannot access the GPU until the already running
DNN#2 is finished. After DNN#2 finishes, DNN#1 takes control
over the GPU and runs its inference. However, let’s assume that
some ops in DNN#1 are not supported by the GPU backend of the
framework and needs to be executed on the CPU (Table 2 shows
how frequently this occurs for different DNNs; more details are in
Section 7.2). In such a case, DNN#1 encounters another contention:
even when the CPU op execution is finished, it cannot access the
GPU until the already running DNN#3 finishes. As a result, the
inference latency of DNN#1 is significantly delayed.
The above contention becomes more severe with more number
of DNNs concurrently running. Furthermore, DNNs with more CPU
fallback ops suffer more from contention, as they lose access over
the GPU at every CPU op execution. For example, in Figure 2(a),
StyleTransfer [28] containing 14 CPU ops suffers the most latency
overhead compared to other DNNs that contain no CPU ops.

4

3.3

4.1

Approach

The core challenge in supporting concurrency on mobile GPU lies
in the lack of support for parallelization or preemption. As analyzed
in Section 3, mobile GPU can run only a single task at a given time,
making it hard to provide stable performance when multiple tasks
are running. Existing mobile deep learning frameworks, however,
fail to consider such limitations, and are ill-suited for AR workloads
in two aspects: i) they run the entire bulky DNN inference all at
once (e.g., by Interpreter.Run() in TF-Lite, MaceEngine.Run() in
MACE), limiting multi-DNN and rendering tasks to share the GPU
at a very coarse-grained scale (Table 2), and ii) they provide no
means to prioritize a certain task over others, making it challenging
to guarantee performance under contention.

4.1.1

Why Not Apply Desktop GPU Scheduling?

One possible approach is to implement parallelization or preemption in mobile GPUs. Although there have been many studies to support multitask scheduling on desktop/server-grade GPUs [12–17],
they are either designed for CUDA-enabled NVIDIA GPUs (which
are unsupported in mobile devices) or require hardware modifications (e.g., memory hierarchy [37]), making it difficult to apply
for commodity mobile GPUs. Also, adopting similar ideas is not
straightforward due to the following limitations of mobile GPUs.

Rendering-DNN GPU Contention

More importantly, existing frameworks only consider a single DNN
running in an isolated environment (i.e., no other task contending
over the mobile GPU), and are ill-suited for AR apps that require
concurrent execution of rendering in presence of multiple DNNs.
Figure 4 shows the 1080p camera frame rendering rate in presence
of multiple DNNs, with the same DNN setting as in Figure 2. Figure 4(a) shows that when multiple DNNs are running, rendering
frame rate drops significantly due to the similar contention in Figure 3, becoming as low as 11.99 fps when all 4 DNNs are running.
To make matters worse, GPU contention incurs frame rate heavily
fluctuating over time as shown in Figure 4(b), significantly degrading perceived rendering quality to users. We observe a similar trend
on TF-Lite when running TinyFace [36] detector and ArcFace [23]
recognizer concurrently with the rendering task (Figure 5).

3.4

Heimdall System Overview

Limited Architecture Support. Several studies focused on spatially sharing the GPU to run multiple kernels in parallel, either by
partitioning the computing resources [15, 17] (e.g., starting from
Kepler architecture [38] released in 2012, NVIDIA GPUs can be parallelized in units of Streaming Multiprocessors using Hyper-Q [20])
or fusing parallelizable kernels with compiler techniques [16, 39].
However, such techniques are unsupported in mobile GPUs architecturally at the moment.
Limited Memory Bandwidth. Other studies aimed at time-sharing
the GPU by fine-grained context switching [12–14], as well as enabling high-priority tasks to preempt the GPU even when others
are running [17] (e.g., by using CUDA stream prioritization). However, frequent context switching incurs high memory overhead
due to large state size, which is burdensome for mobile GPUs with
limited memory bandwidth. For example, ARM Mali-G76 GPU in
Samsung Galaxy S10 (Exynos 9820) has 26.82 GB/s memory bandwidth shared with the CPU, which is 23× smaller than that of
NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti (i.e., 616 GB/s). Each context switch requires
120 MB memory transfer (=20 cores×24 execution lanes/core×64
registers/lane×32 bits), which incurs at least 4.36 ms latency even

Summary

The workload of upcoming AR apps is unique in that it runs multiple
compute-intensive DNNs simultaneously while seamlessly rendering the virtual contents. However, existing mobile deep learning
frameworks lack support for multi-DNN and rendering concurrent
execution, and severe GPU contention incurs significant performance degradation for both DNN and rendering tasks.
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when assuming the GPU fully utilizes the shared memory bandwidth. While recent Qualcomm GPUs (Adreno 630 and above) support preemption [40] (which can be utilized by setting different
context priorities in OpenCL), we observed that each context switch
(both between rendering–DNN and DNN–DNN) incurs 2–3 ms overhead on LG V50 with Adreno 640 GPU, aside from the fact that the
priority scheduling is possible only at a coarse-grained scale (i.e.,
low, medium, and high). Such memory overhead would be burdensome in the multi-DNN and rendering AR workload, where context
switch should occur at a 30 fps (or higher) scale.
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4.1.2 Our Approach: Pseudo-Preemption
To tackle the challenges, we design a Pseudo-Preemption mechanism
to coordinate multi-DNN and rendering tasks. As parallelization is
unsupported in mobile GPUs, we take the time-sharing approach
as a baseline. To mimic the effect of preemption while avoiding
the burdensome context switch memory overhead, we divide the
DNN and rendering tasks into smaller chunks (i.e., scheduling units)
and switch between them only when each task chunk is finished,
enabling multi-DNN and rendering tasks to time-share the GPU at
a fine-grained scale. A possible downside of our approach is that
fragmenting the GPU tasks may incur latency overhead, as the
GPU driver would lose the chance to batch more tasks to enhance
GPU utilization. However, such overhead can be minimized as we
can flexibly adjust the scheduling unit size to balance time-sharing
granularity and latency overhead (e.g., 89.8% of the DNN ops run
within 5 ms, and rendering latencies are typically small).

4.2
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Figure 6: System Architecture of Heimdall.
rendering and DNN inference latencies on the target AR device to
determine how much time the DNNs can occupy the GPU between
the rendering events (Section 5.2). Second, it partitions the DNNs
into chunks (scheduling unit) that can fit between the rendering
events with minimal inference latency overhead (Section 5.3).
At runtime, Pseudo-Preemptive GPU Coordinator takes multiDNN and rendering tasks from the main thread (that controls the
camera, UI, and display), and coordinates their execution to satisfy
the app requirements. Specifically, it first defines a utility function
to compare which DNN is more important to run at a given time
based on the inference latency and scene contents (Section 6.2), and
coordinates their execution on GPU, as well as dynamically offload
some DNNs to the CPU to reduce the GPU contention (Section 6.3).

Design Considerations
5

Commodity Mobile Device Support. Our goal is to support a
wide range of commodity mobile devices by requiring no modification to existing hardware or GPU drivers. We focus on using
mobile GPU and CPU in this work, and plan to add NPU/TPU support when the hardware and APIs are more widely supported. We
also leave cloud/edge offloading out of our scope, as it introduces
latency issues in outdoor mobile scenarios.

5.1

Preemption-Enabling DNN Analyzer
Overview

What Should We Analyze? The goals of the analyzer are i) profile
rendering and DNN inference latencies on the target device (which
varies depending on the mobile SoC and GPU) to let the coordinator
get a grasp on how it can dynamically schedule their execution,
and ii) partition the bulky DNNs into chunks (i.e., the units of
scheduling), to enable fine-grained GPU coordination and guarantee
rendering performance.

Guarantee Stable Rendering Performance. Our main goal is
to enable seamless rendering even in the presence of multi-DNN
execution. We aim to minimize the frame rate drop and fluctuation
due to GPU contention, which harms the user experience.

Static Profiling vs. Dynamic Profiling? The app requires to run
multi-DNN, rendering, and other tasks (e.g., pre/postprocessing for
the DNN inference, camera) simultaneously, which may fluctuate
the execution times of each task at runtime. However, as mobile
GPUs do not support preemption (i.e., a task cannot be interrupted
once started), the execution times on GPU remain stable regardless
of the presence of other tasks. Thus, offline profiling and DNN partitioning approach is feasible for GPU. However, the execution times
of DNNs on CPUs may fluctuate due to resource contention; Figure 9 shows that the inference times on CPU increase and fluctuate
when the camera is running in background. Thus, CPU execution
times need to be continuously tracked at runtime.

Coordinate Multi-DNN Execution. While guaranteeing seamless rendering, we aim to coordinate multiple DNNs to satisfy the
app requirements with minimal inference latency overhead.
No Loss of Model Accuracy. Our goal is to incur no accuracy loss
for each DNN inference. We leave runtime model adaptation for
latency-accuracy tradeoff (e.g., via pruning [10]) to future work.
Transparency. Finally, we aim to design a system that minimizes
the extra efforts required for the app developers to use our platform.

4.3

   

 
  
  

System Architecture

Figure 6 depicts the overall architecture of Heimdall. Given the
app profile (rendering frame rate and resolution, DNNs to run
and latency constraints), Preemption-Enabling DNN Analyzer first
profiles the information necessary to determine the scheduling units
to enable the Pseudo-Preemption mechanism. First, it profiles the

How Fine Should We Partition the DNNs? Inference times of
DNNs typically exceed multiple rendering intervals as shown in
Table 2. At the op-level, however, the execution times remain small
enough, making fine-grained partitioning feasible to fit in between
the rendering events. For example, for the 7 DNNs in Table 2 whose
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shorter than the rendering interval (especially at the end of the
model where there are not enough ops left). To alleviate the issue,
we relax the constraint in Equation (1) and allow the partition execution time to exceed the rendering interval by a small margin (e.g.,
5 ms), so that more ops can be packed to maximize GPU utilization.
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Figure 8: Camera frame rendering latency.

6.1

Pseudo-Preemptive GPU Coordinator
Overview

inference latencies are over 33 ms, Figure 7 shows that on average
89.8% of the ops run within 5 ms on Google Pixel 3 XL. Therefore,
it suffices to partition the DNNs at the op-level and not below (e.g.,
convolution filter-level). However, note that dividing the DNN too
finely also has its downside: it incurs higher latency overhead as
the GPU driver loses the chance to batch more consecutive ops to
enhance GPU utilization.

Where Does the Coordinator Operate? The coordinator should
take into account the rendering and DNN requirements of the app,
and coordinate their execution (in the units of scheduling determined by the analyzer) considering the task priorities. With this
requirement, we embed the coordinator in app-level deep learning
framework, rather than the OS or the device driver layer where the
workloads are highly abstracted.

5.2

Operational Flow. The coordinator assigns the top priority to the
rendering task and executes it at the target frame rate. We take this
design decision as degradation or fluctuation in the rendering frame
rate immediately affects the usability of AR apps. It is possible to
change the scheduling policy to make rendering and DNN tasks to
have the same priority in case rendering is less important.
The coordinator takes in the DNN inference requests from the
main thread via admission control, so that the inference of a DNN
is enqueued only after its previous inference has finished. When
a DNN inference is enqueued, the latest camera frame is fed as
input after either resizing it to the model input size or cropping the
sub-region depending on the task. The scheduling event is triggered
after every rendering event to decide the priority between DNNs
and determine which DNN chunk (partitioned by the analyzer)
to run on the GPU until the next rendering event. To achieve the
goal, we define a utility function that characterizes the priority
of a DNN and formulate a scheduling problem that enables finegrained GPU time-sharing between multiple DNNs to satisfy the
app requirements. It also decides whether to offload some DNNs to
the CPU in case the GPU contention level is too high.

Latency Profiling

Rendering Latency. Given the target rendering frame rate (f )
and resolution, the analyzer first measures the rendering latency,
Tr ender . This determines how much time the DNNs can occupy
the GPU between rendering events (i.e., f1 − Tr ender ). For example,
rendering 1080p frames on Adreno 640 GPU in LG V50 takes 2.7 ms
(Figure 8), leaving 30.6 ms for DNNs when the frame rate is 30 fps.
DNN Latency. Secondly, the analyzer measures the DNN inference
latencies on the target GPU and CPU. Figure 10 shows an example
of the profiled results on different processors (i.e., the GPU and
CPU cores in the ARM big.LITTLE architecture) in LG V50.2 The
analyzer also measures the inference latencies of DNNs running on
CPU at runtime to track variations due to CPU resource contention.

5.3

DNN Partitioning

Basic Operation. Figure 12 shows the operation of DNN partitioning. Given a DNN D composed of N ops, let T (D i,j ) denote
the execution time of a subgraph from i-th to j-th op. Our goal is
to determine a set of K indices {p1 = 1, p2, p3, ..., pK = N } that
partition the DNN in a way such that each partition execution time
lies within the rendering interval,
T (D pi ,pi +1 ) ≤

1
− Tr e nd e r
f

1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1.

6.2

(1)

Utility Function

To schedule multiple DNNs, we need a formal way to compare
which DNN is more important to run at a given time. For this
purpose, we define a utility function for each DNN. The utility of a
DNN D i whose k-th inference is enqueued by the main thread at
i
tst
is modeled as a weighted sum of the two terms,
ar t ,k

Although there are multiple solutions that satisfy the constraints,
dividing the model too finely (e.g., running only one or two ops
at a time) incurs higher scheduling overhead, as the GPU driver
loses the chance to batch more consecutive ops to enhance GPU
utilization: Figure 11 shows that executing only a single op at a time
incurs 13 to 70% latency overhead compared to running the entire
model at once. Thus, the analyzer minimizes K by grouping as
many consecutive ops as possible without exceeding the rendering
interval. This is done as follows: i) starting from the first op of the
model, incrementally increase the op index i until the latency of
executing op 1 to i exceeds the rendering interval, ii) group op 1
to i − 1 as the first partition, and iii) start from op i and repeat the
process until reaching the final op.

U D i (t ) = L D i (t , t si t ar t ,k ) + α · C D i (t si t ar t ,k , t si t ar t ,k −1 ),

(2)

where L(t, tst ar t ) is the latency utility that measures the freshness
i
of the inference, C D i (tst
, ti
) is the content variation
ar t ,k st ar t ,k −1
utility that captures how rapidly the scene content has changed
from the last DNN inference, and α is the scaling factor (empirically
set as 0.01 in our current implementation).
6.2.1 Latency Utility
The latency utility of the DNN D i is calculated as,

Relaxation. The main drawback of our approach is that undesirable GPU idle time occurs when a partition execution time is

2

L D i (t , t si t ar t ,k ) = L 0D i − β i · (t − t si t ar t ,k )γi .

(3)

The latency utility is modeled as a concave function so that it decreases more rapidly over time to prevent the coordinator from

2 We currently assume that each DNN uses only a single CPU core, and leave multi-core

CPU execution to future work.
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Figure 9: DNN inference latency with Figure 10: Example DNN latency profil- Figure 11: DNN inference latencies for
and without camera.
ing result on Google Pixel 3 XL.
varying partition sizes.

 

MaxMinUtility policy tries to maximize the utility of a DNN that
is currently experiencing the lowest utility. This is done by solving,




    

 

     

min U D i (t ) .
i

s.t.





 
 



MaxTotalUtility policy tries to maximize the overall sum of utilities of the DNNs. This is done by solving,

Figure 12: Operation of DNN partitioning.
delaying the execution too long. Three parameters can be configured to set the priorities between DNNs. βi controls the proportion
of the GPU time each DNN can occupy (e.g., setting βi to 1 for all
DNNs will enable equal sharing). L0D and γi controls the priority

6.2.2 Content Variation Utility
The content variation utility D i is computed as the difference bei
tween the input frames of the consecutive inferences at tst
and
ar t ,k

k
k −1
|Yh,w
− Yh,w
|,

(4)

t ei nd ,k − t si t ar t ,k ≤ t i ,max

t =1 U D i (t ).

max

P1 ,P 2 , . . .,P N

(6)

N

t =1 U D i ,Pi (t ),

(7)

where UD i ,Pi (t) denotes the utility of D i running on processor Pi
(affected by the inference time on Pi , which is profiled by the analyzer). As changing the target processor (i.e., allocating memory for
the model weights and feature maps) incurs around 50 ms latency
in MACE, we reconfigure the mapping at every 1-second interval.

where H,W is the height and width of the frame.

6.3

s.t.

6.3.2 Opportunistic CPU Offloading
As the app runs more DNNs in parallel, the computational complexity may exceed the mobile GPU capabilities. In such a case, GPU
contention would degrade the overall utilities of the DNNs, possibly
making it impossible to satisfy the app requirements. The coordinator periodically determines if some DNNs should be offloaded to
the CPU to reduce the GPU contention level.
Let P1, P2, ..., P N denote the processor (GPU or CPU) the N
DNNs are running on. The processor mapping is determined by
solving the following problem,

i
tst
. Normally, this can be done by calculating the structural
ar t ,k −1
similarity (SSIM) [41] between the two frames. However, this is
infeasible in mobile devices due to high computational complexity. Alternatively, we take the approach in [42] and compute the
difference between the Y values (luminance) Y k of the two frames
(which has a high correlation with the SSIM and requires only O(N )
computations),

h=1 w =1

N

Under the MaxTotalUtility policy, the coordinator favors a DNN
with higher utility (i.e., allow it to preempt the GPU more frequently) and runs the remaining DNNs at the minimum without
violating their deadline. This policy will be useful in case an AR app
requires to run high-priority event-driven DNNs at low response
time (e.g., immersive online shopping scenario in Table 1).

among DNNs; a DNN with higher L0D and γi will have higher initial
i
utility but decrease more rapidly, so that the coordinator can allow
it to preempt the GPU more frequently before its utility drops.

H 
W


max
i

i

C D i (t si t ar t ,k , t si t ar t ,k −1 ) =

(5)

Under the MaxMinUtility policy, the coordinator tries to fairly allocate GPU resources to balance performance across multiple DNNs.
We expect this policy to be useful in AR apps mostly consisted of
continuously executed DNNs that need to share the GPU fairly (e.g.,
augmented interactive workspace scenario in Table 1).


   
 
    

t ei nd ,k − t si t ar t ,k ≤ t i ,max

Scheduling Problem and Policy

Given the DNNs and their utilities, the coordinator schedules their
execution to maximize the overall performance (defined as a policy). Specifically, the coordinator operates in a two-step manner:
i) schedule DNNs to efficiently share the GPU, and ii) determine
whether to offload some DNNs to the CPU to resolve contention.

6.4

Greedy Scheduling Algorithm

Solving the above scheduling problem is computationally difficult,
as well as infeasible to plan offline (as the solution varies depending
on scene contents). Thus, we solve it in a greedy manner to obtain
an approximate solution.

6.3.1 GPU Coordination Policy
Among many possible policies, we define two common GPU coordination policies, following a similar approach in [10]. Assume that
N DNNs D 1, ..., D N are running on GPU, with latency constraints
t 1,max , ..., t M ,max (which are set appropriately depending on the
app scenario). The two policies are formulated as follows.

GPU Coordination. For each scheduling event, the coordinator
first checks how many partitions are left to execute for each DNN.
Based on the profiled latencies of the remaining partitions, the
coordinator checks if the inference can finish within the time left
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before its deadline; in case a DNN is not expected to finish within
the deadline, the coordinator runs it immediately. If otherwise, the
coordinator determines which DNN to execute based on their current utility values. Specifically, the MaxMinUtility policy selects a
DNN with the current lowest utility. The MaxTotalUtility policy
iteratively computes the expected sum of utilities at the current
scheduling event assuming that a specific DNN chunk is executed,
and selects the chunk which maximizes the sum (without consideration of the future). Specifically, the utility sum is estimated by
adding the latency delay equal to the scheduling interval to the
latency utility of the DNNs that are not chosen, so as to reflect the
additional latency delay due to the execution of another DNN.
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backend, it falls back to CPU for execution. We identify the CPU
fallback op indexes of a DNN at the profiling stage and run them
in parallel with other DNNs at runtime. Note that CPU fallback
occurs frequently, especially for complex state-of-the-art DNNs.
For example, TF-Lite does not support tf.image.resize() required in
feature pyramid network [35], which most state-of-the-art object
detectors rely on for detecting small objects. Similarly, MACE does
not support common ops such as tf.crop(), tf.stack().

8

Implementation

We implement Heimdall by extending MACE [6], an OpenCL-based
mobile deep learning framework, to partially run a subset of the
ops in the DNN at a time by modifying MaceEngine.Run() (and
underlying functions) to MaceEngine.RunPartial(startIdx, endIdx).
We use OpenCV Android SDK 3.4.3 for camera and image processing. We evaluate Heimdall on two commodity smartphones: LG
V50 (Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 SoC, Adreno 640 GPU) running
on Android 10.0.0 and 9.0.0, and Google Pixel 3 XL (Snapdragon 845
SoC, Adreno 630 GPU) running on Android 9.0.0. We also used two
different vendor-provided OpenCL libraries obtained from LG V50
and Google Pixel 2 ROMs. We achieved consistent results across
different settings, and report the best results on LG V50.
We choose the DNNs with sufficient model accuracy for the
evaluation, implement and port them on MACE (the list is summarized in Table 2). We implement RetinaFace [22], ArcFace [23],
EAST [27], PoseNet [26] using TensorFlow 1.12.0. For MobileNetv1 [32], CPM [29], and StyleTransfer [28], we use the models provided in the MACE model zoo [43]. For DeepLab-v3 [24] and YOLOv2 [25], we use the pre-trained models from the original authors.

Additional Optimizations

Preprocessing and postprocessing

Before enqueueing a DNN inference to the task queue for the
Pseudo-Preemptive GPU Coordinator to schedule, we run the following steps in parallel with other DNN inference running on the
GPU), so that the DNN can fully occupy the GPU when given the
access from the coordinator.

9
9.1

Evaluation
Experiment Setup

Scenarios. We evaluate Heimdall for 3 scenarios in Table 1 with the
DNNs in Table 2: immersive online shopping, augmented interactive
workspace, and AR emoji.

Preprocessing. The preprocessing steps involve resizing the input
frame (RGB byte array) to the DNN’s input size, converting it to
float array, and scaling the pixel values (e.g., from [0,255] to [-1,1]).

Evaluation Metrics.
• Rendering Frame Rate: the number of frames rendered on the
screen, measured every 1/3 seconds.
• Inference Latency: the time interval between when the DNN
inference is enqueued to the coordinator (after preprocessing),
and when the last op of the model is executed. While we omitted
pre/postprocessing latency to evaluate only the GPU contention
coordination performance, end-to-end latency can also be enhanced
as we parallelize such steps as well (Section 7).

Postprocessing. The postprocessing steps involve converting the
inference output to task-specific forms. For example, face detection
requires converting the output feature map to bounding boxes and
performing non-maximum suppression to filter out redundant ones.

7.2

 

   "  #

Figure 13: End-to-end DNN inference pipeline example for
RetinaFace detector.

The end-to-end inference pipeline for every DNN involves several
steps that need to be executed on the CPU: i) preprocessing the input
image before the inference, ii) postprocessing the inference output
to an adequate form, and iii) ops in the model that are unsupported
by the GPU backend of the mobile deep learning framework and
needed to be executed on CPU. Granting GPU access to a DNN
that currently needs to run such steps incurs unwanted GPU idle
time, slowing down the overall inference latency. This becomes
especially significant when processing high-resolution complex
scene images. For example, RetinaFace [22] detector with inference
pipeline shown in Figure 13 spends 106 out of 287 ms total inference
time on CPU to process a 1080p image with 20 faces. To enhance
GPU utilization, we parallelize the following components.

7.1


 



CPU Offloading. Among the DNNs running on GPU, the coordinator picks the DNN experiencing the highest latency and offloads
it to CPU if the profiled CPU inference time is (1+m)× smaller than
the current latency on GPU (m is a positive margin to avoid pingpong effect between CPU and GPU); per each scheduling event,
only one DNN is offloaded to the CPU. If no DNN is offloaded, the
coordinator also checks whether it should bring a DNN on CPU
back to GPU. Similarly, a DNN is reloaded to GPU if its inference
time on CPU is (1+m)× larger than its last inference time on GPU.

7

 

CPU Fallback Operators

GPU backend of a mobile deep learning framework typically supports only a limited number of ops (i.e., a subset of the ops supported
in the cloud framework). In case an op is unsupported by the GPU

Comparison Schemes.
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Figure 14: Performance overview of Heimdall on LG V50.
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Figure 15: DNN partitioning overhead.

(b) MaxTotalUtility.

Figure 16: Performance comparison of GPU coordination policies.
• Baseline MACE creates multiple MaceEngine instances (one per
each DNN) in separate threads and runs multi-DNN and rendering
tasks in parallel without any coordination.
• Model-Agnostic DNN Partitioning executes 5 ops of a DNN
at a time (regardless of the model or rendering requirements). This
is supported in MACE to enhance UI responsiveness by preventing DNNs from occupying the GPU for too long, implemented by
invoking cl::Event.wait() after 5 clEnqueueNDRangeKernel() calls.

9.2

Performance Overview

We first evaluate Heimdall with the MaxTotalUtility policy on immersive online shopping scenario compared with alternatives. The
app requirements are set to render frames at 30 fps, run segmentation (DeepLab-v3) and hand tracking (PoseNet) at 1 and 2 fps, respectively. Image style transfer (StyleTransfer) is set to have higher
priority than others to satisfy the low response time requirement.
Figure 14(a) shows the rendering performance, where the error
bar denotes the minimum and maximum frame rates. Heimdall
supports a stable 29.96 fps rendering performance, whereas the
baseline suffers from low and fluctuating frame rate (6.82-17.70 fps,
11.99 on average). While the model-agnostic partitioning slightly
enhances the frame rate, it still suffers from fluctuation due to the
uncoordinated execution of DNNs and rendering.
Figure 14(b) shows the DNN latency results, where the error bar
denotes the minimum and maximum inference latencies. Overall,
Heimdall efficiently coordinates the DNNs to satisfy the app requirements: StyleTransfer, PoseNet, and DeepLab-v3 run at 109,
409, 919 ms on average, respectively (maximum 139, 548, 1064 ms),
while the worst-case inference latency of StyleTransfer is also reduced by 14.92× (from 2074 to 139 ms). This is achieved by i) giving
preemptive access to StyleTransfer, ii) running DeepLab-v3 at the
minimum and PoseNet more frequently to satisfy the latency constraints of both tasks, and iii) offloading YOLO-v2 to CPU to reduce
GPU contention level (which also benefits YOLO-v2). Baseline and
model-agnostic partitioning that cannot support such coordination
fail to satisfy the app requirements, especially for StyleTransfer
which is more vulnerable to GPU contention due to several CPU
fallback ops as analyzed in Section 3.2.2.

Figure 17: Opportunistic CPU offloading performance.

9.3

DNN Partitioning/Coordination Overhead

Next, we evaluate the DNN partitioning and coordination overhead on inference latency when executed with 1080p camera frame
rendering at 30 fps. Figure 15 shows that the total GPU latency of
the partitioned DNN chunks remain almost identical to unpartitioned inference latency, as Preemption-Enabling DNN Analyzer
tries to pack as many ops as possible. The remaining overhead other
than the rendering latency includes multiple factors, including the
GPU idle time due to DNN chunks that do not perfectly fit into
the rendering interval, scheduling algorithm solver, and logging
process for the evaluation (this is negligible on runtime). Most importantly, our current implementation is limited to coordinating
multiple DNN inferences on CPU (due to fallback or offloading) on
different cores; other tasks (e.g., camera, pre/postprocessing steps)
may interfere and cause latency overhead. We plan to handle the
issue in our future work for further optimization.

9.4

Pseudo-Preemptive GPU Coordinator

GPU Coordination Policy. Figure 16 shows how the 3 DNNs in
the immersive online shopping scenario are coordinated (i.e., utility
over time and GPU occupancy) on the GPU under two policies
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Figure 18: Performance of Heimdall for other AR app scenarios.
Table 4: Face detection and person segmentation accuracy
(IoU) for the AR emoji scenario.

in Section 6.3.1. Figure 16(a) shows that the MaxMinUtility policy
executes a DNN with the currently lowest utility and enables a fair
resource allocation between the 3 DNNs. Figure 16(b) shows that
MaxTotalUtility policy favors PoseNet which has higher priority
than others (i.e., higher L0D and γi in Equation (3), meaning that the
i
utility is higher when the inference is enqueued but decays rapidly
over time) to maximize the total utility. As a result, the utility of
PoseNet remains higher than that under the MaxMinUtility policy.

Baseline

Bounding box

Mask

Bounding box

Mask

0.52±0.12

0.93±0.02

0.57±0.12

0.92±0.02

0.63±0.11

0.90±0.03

9.7

Energy Consumption Overhead

Finally, we report the impact of Heimdall on energy consumption.
We use Qualcomm Snapdragon Profiler [45] to measure the systemlevel energy consumption. For all the three evaluated app scenarios,
baseline multi-threading consumes 4.8–5.1 W, mostly coming from
the ≈100% GPU utilization which is known to be the dominant
source of mobile SoC energy consumption [46] (capturing 1080p
camera frames and rendering them on screen without any DNN
running consumes 1.9–2.3 W). Similarly, the GPU utilization in
Heimdall remains ≈100% and consumes 5.1-5.2 W. The slight increase in the energy consumption comes from the additional CPU
tasks coming from the increased frame rate and the scheduling
overhead of the Pseudo-Preemptive GPU coordinator.

Performance for Various App Scenarios

Figure 18 shows the performance of Heimdall on two different
scenarios: augmented interactive workspace and AR emoji. Overall,
we observe consistent results. Figure 18(a) shows that Heimdall
enables higher and stable rendering frame rate. Figure 18(b) shows
that for the interactive workspace scenario, Heimdall coordinates
the two DNNs by offloading the text detection (EAST) to the CPU
so that the hand tracking (PoseNet) can run more frequently on the
GPU. However, the latency gain is not as high as expected due to
the scheduling overhead caused by multiple concurrent CPU tasks.
Finally, Figure 18(c) shows that for the AR emoji scenario, Heimdall
prioritizes StyleTransfer to guarantee low inference latency, while
balancing the latencies between RetinaFace and DeepLab-v3.

9.6

Heimdall

Mask

detection accuracy at the cost of relatively smaller loss in the segmentation accuracy. Note that the performance gain came from
utilizing the app-specific content characteristics (i.e., the face moves
more rapidly than the body). For other app scenarios, we can similarly take into account the target scene content characteristics to
coordinate multiple DNNs and improve the overall accuracy.

Opportunistic CPU Offloading. Next, we incorporate the opportunistic CPU offloading in the same setting as in Figure 16(a).
Figure 17 shows the GPU/CPU occupancy and utility over time for
the 3 DNNs. When CPU offloading is triggered at around t=1600 ms,
YOLO-v2 (which had the least priority and thus had been executed
sporadically) is offloaded to CPU. This benefits the other two DNNs
on GPU as the contention level decreases (notice that the utility
of PoseNet becomes higher after CPU offloading), while YOLO-v2
also benefits as it experiences faster inference latency as compared
to when it was contending with the other two DNNs on GPU.

9.5

Model-agnostic

Bounding box

10
10.1

Discussion
Will the Challenge Persist?

10.1.1 How Will Mobile GPU Evolution Affect Heimdall?
Even when mobile GPUs evolve similar to desktop GPUs, the need
for an app-aware coordination platform to dynamically schedule
multiple tasks to satisfy the AR app requirements will persist.

DNN Accuracy

Parallelization. With the architecture support, we can consider
porting desktop GPU computing platforms (e.g., recent CUDA for
ARM server platforms [47]) and spatially partitioning the GPU to
run multi-DNN and rendering tasks concurrently. However, due to a
limited number of computing cores and power of mobile GPUs (e.g.,
RTX 2080Ti: 13.45 TFLOPs vs. Adreno 640: 954 GFLOPs), static partitioning would be limited in running multiple compute-intensive
DNNs. Instead, a coordinator should dynamically allocate resources
at runtime; when an inference request for a heavy DNN with high
priority is enqueued, the coordinator should allocate more number
of partitioned resources dynamically to minimize response time.

We evaluate the impact of Heimdall on DNN accuracy for the AR
emoji scenario. For repeatable evaluation, we sample 5 videos of a
single talking person from the 300-VW dataset [44]. As the dataset
does not provide the face bounding box and person segmentation
mask labels, we run our DNNs on every frame and use the results
as ground truth to be compared with the runtime detection results.
Table 4 shows the detection accuracy in terms of mean Intersection over Union (IoU). For baseline multi-threading, face detection
accuracy remains low, as RetinaFace (with several CPU fallback
ops) runs at only ≈1 fps due to contention with DeepLab-v3 (Figure 18(c)). While model-agnostic partitioning alleviates the issue,
it cannot coordinate the two DNNs. With Heimdall, we can flexibly run RetinaFace more frequently (≈3 fps) to improve the face

Preemption. With fine-grained, near-zero overhead preemption
support (e.g., NVIDIA Pascal GPUs [48] support instruction-level
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preemption at 0.1 ms scale [49]), we can consider employing prior
multi-DNN scheduling for desktop GPUs [17, 18]. However, prior
works mostly assume that the task priorities are fixed in advance,
whereas in AR apps they can be dynamic depending on the scene
contents (e.g., in the surroundings monitoring scenario, face detection would need to run more frequently than object detection
in case there are many people). Therefore, a coordinator would be
needed to dynamically adjust priorities at runtime for app usability.

850 and 845 for HoloLens 2 [2] and Nreal Light [63], respectively).
However, more careful optimizations will be required for power
consumption and heat dissipation. Furthermore, in case the DNN
inferences for the AR glass inputs are offloaded to the smartphone
to save energy, network latency will also need to be considered.

11

10.1.2 Will Heimdall be Useful for NPUs/TPUs?
Recently, neural processors are being embedded in mobile devices
(e.g., Google Pixel 4 edge TPU [50], Huawei Kirin NPU [51]). Such
processors maximize computing power by packing a large number of cores specialized for DNN inference. For example, Google
TPUs employ 128×128 systolic array-based matrix units (MXUs),
which accelerate matrix multiplication by hard-wired calculation
without memory access. We envision that our Pseudo-Preemption
mechanism can also be useful in coordinating multiple tasks on
such neural processors, as i) it is challenging to preempt the hardwired MXUs, and ii) context switch overhead on bandwidth-limited
mobile SoCs can be more costly due to larger state sizes than GPUs.

10.2

Related Work

Continuous Mobile Vision and AR. LiKamWa et al. [64] optimize energy consumption of continuous mobile vision systems,
while Starfish [65] supports concurrency between multiple apps.
Gabriel [66], OverLay [67] and MARVEL [68] utilize cloud for cognitive assistance and mobile AR. Heimdall designs a mobile GPU
coordination platform for future multi-DNN enabled AR apps.
Mobile Deep Learning Framework. Although several frameworks have been developed from industry [5, 6, 69, 70] and academia [7,
8, 31, 71–76], they have been mostly focused on running a single
DNN in an isolated environment (i.e., no other task contending
over GPU). Few studies aimed at running multiple DNNs, but are
limited to be applied to Heimdall. DeepEye [9] and NestDNN [10]
mainly focuses on memory optimization. DeepEye [9] parallelizes
fully connected layer parameter loading and convolutional layer
computation but runs only a single DNN on GPU at each time.
NestDNN [10] dynamically adapts model size considering available
resources but does not consider the coordination of multi-DNN
inferences. Lee et al. [77] and Mainstream [78] focus on sharing
weights and computations between multiple DNNs. EagleEye [11]
runs a multi-DNN face identification pipeline but offloads most
of the computation to the cloud. Most importantly, none of the
existing studies considered rendering-DNN GPU contention.

Other Discussions

Generality. We believe Heimdall can be extended to other deep
learning frameworks such as TF-Lite as it does not require OS or
underlying system supports. The key requirement of Heimdall is to
partially run a subset of the ops in the DNN graph. On TF-Lite, it
can be implemented by modifying the Interpreter.Invoke() function
and Subgraph.Invoke() function to take the start and end index of
the TFLiteNode to compute as input parameters.

Multi-Task Scheduling on Desktop GPUs. Several studies aimed
at enabling efficient GPU sharing on desktop/server GPUs, either by multiplexing multiple kernels temporally [12–14] or spatially [20, 37, 79–82]. Such techniques have been also applied for
multi-DNN workloads [17–19, 83]. However, they are ill-suited
for mobile GPUs due to limited architecture support and memory
bandwidth (see Section 4.1.1 for analysis).

Scalability. To scale Heimdall to more number of concurrent DNNs
with diverse app requirements, further optimizations can help improve performance; such include advanced profiling techniques to
enable more efficient scheduling (especially for the runtime CPU
task profiling as analyzed in Section 5.1), and incorporating more intelligent utility-based scheduling policies (possibly motivated from
QoS-based scheduling in wireless networking or cloud computing
systems). Furthermore, in cases where multiple concurrent AR apps
are running, an OS-level extension would be required.

12

Conclusion

We presented Heimdall, a mobile GPU coordination platform for
emerging AR apps. To coordinate multi-DNN and rendering tasks,
the Preemption-Enabling DNN Analyzer partitions the DNN into
smaller units to enable fine-grained GPU time-sharing with minimal DNN inference latency overhead. Furthermore, the PseudoPreemptive GPU Coordinator flexibly prioritizes and schedules the
multi-DNN and rendering tasks on GPU and CPU to satisfy the
app requirements. Heimdall efficiently supports multiple AR app
scenarios, enhancing the frame rate from 11.99 to 29.96 fps while
reducing the worst-case DNN inference latency by up to ≈15 times
compared to the baseline multi-threading approach.

Extension to Complex Rendering Tasks. Heimdall is currently
evaluated on 30 fps 1080p frame rendering task. Though we expect
Heimdall can be extended similarly to more complex rendering
tasks (e.g., 60 fps, 2160p), we conjecture that joint coordination and
optimization of multi-DNN and rendering will help further optimize
performance. Heimdall can be incorporated with recent works
that dynamically adjust rendering quality to optimize resource
consumption and meet dynamically changing app demands (e.g.,
AR/VR [52–58], games [42, 59], or web browsing [60]).
Integration with Cloud Offloading. Heimdall can be integrated
with cloud offloading systems [11, 61, 62] to collaboratively execute
the multi-DNN workload. For example, we can extend the opportunistic CPU offloading to determine which DNN to offload to the
cloud, depending on GPU contention level and network conditions.
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